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Throughout recent history, financial institutions are on a rollercoaster of fleeing 
from paper-based mechanisms to computerization, with the rise of the internet 
and the shift to digital banking technology. t’s hard to realize that the first ATMs 
and the establishment of  SWIFT happened in the 70’s� Current society requires 24/7 
services with customers bringing in new needs each day� No wonder that European 
fintech is smoking hot and raised more capital in 2020 than any other industry vertical 
(a hefty 20 billion USD invested into European fintech startups in the last two years)�

During the current pandemic financial institutions were confronted with even more 
urgent needs. Cybersecurity issues multiplied with hundreds of  millions suddenly 
working at home� As cash is king during crises, the need for loans exploded with 
lacking outdated know-your-customer (KYC) systems� And generation gaps complicate 
‘granny proof’ services to all� To make things more difficult, the new tech kids on 
the block are forcing traditional banks to speed up even more innovative products� 
The rise of  (already 70+) fintech unicorns creates all kinds of  lending and payment 
platforms that offer efficient and smooth interactions, and is putting laggards under 
severe competitive pressure�  They demonstrate the success of  all-in platforms, with a 
broad scope of  on demand driven services, preferably in one neat environment� Bank-
fintech startups partnerships will thrive further in 2021, with the first still dominating 
data, banking expertise and legacy-systems, and the latter offering user friendly tech�

The pandemic is sharpening tech competition. Startups, with an impacted runway, 
can tackle actual challenges: instant and detailed cash flow management, liquidity 
solutions, invoice protection and will be in pole position during the recovery 
phase as well. The same goes for insurtech, with plenty of  (fraudulent) claims, 
revenue losses, shutdowns, supply issues, employee compensations, etc� following the 
pandemic increases and cyber insurance, with remote working creating further risks 
of  hacking and cyberattacks�
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INTRODUCTIONFINTECH: FIERCE COMPETITION & HIGH DEMAND



When it comes to technology, financial institutions are realizing that startups not 
only can deliver nice-to-have front-end services but can modernize or integrate 
the more essential back-end operations, still very cumbersome projects in 
connecting different internal silos. In addition, strategically banks and insurers find 
it difficult to define which (delicate) back-end challenges should be prioritized, often 
resulting in projects that already are fixated too much on hyped technology instead of  
starting from the nature of  the challenge� Blockchain and other ledger technology is a 
good example of  tool-fetishism where other technology can easily provide alternative 
tools�

On macro-economic level Europe is under pressure as the global fintech 
benchmark, with Covid shortening the runway for many fintechs, and posing a 
serious threat to the sector. The Asian scene, apparently ahead in crisis recovery, 
has been picking up rapidly with younger demographics, less regulation, top-down 
efforts from government and financial institutions, and digital savvy citizens, boosting 
both the entrepreneurial scene and investment side� It will be interesting to see how 
cross continental fintech ties will develop further, with Asian investors investing into 
European fintech at record levels�

 
The Big Score Session #3 FinTech gives upcoming startups a dedicated platform 
to further develop and grow within today’s environment and respective needs. 

4SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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8 sessions, 8 verticals, and 8 pitching startups,
that is The Big Score Sessions!

The third Session focuses on finance, insurance and securities� What are the next 
disruptions in the financial industry? What does the bank of  the future look like? Will 
it involve intelligent automation solutions in insurance, lending, or brokerage?  

During the FinTech Session, 8 startups who are developing the financial tools of  
tomorrow will pitch on stage� They will receive valuable business feedback from an 
expert panel of  industry thought leaders, investors and corporate innovators�

This session is hosted by BNP Paribas Fortis, the largest bank in Belgium and they 
already boost multiple startups and scale-ups through their Innovation Hub� They 
provide services, financial solutions and leverage their network for companies active 
in multiple sectors�

The pitches are live streamed to an audience of  ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing 
corporates and attending startups� Afterwards, attendees have access to one-one-one 
meetings with potential clients, VCs and other relevant stakeholders� This session is 
hosted by BNP Paribas Fortis, the largest bank in Belgium and they already boost 
multiple startups and scale-ups through their Innovation Hub� They provide services, 
financial solutions and leverage their network for companies active in multiple sectors�

INTRODUCTIONABOUT THE SESSIONS

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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INTRODUCTIONBNP PARIBAS FORTIS

BNP Paribas Fortis is always willing to go the extra mile with you� Our financial 
solutions are designed to make your life easier, help you grow your business and 
assist you in making sustainability a high priority� Every day we’re working on ways of  
doing banking better� This is what we call #PositiveBanking�
 
Positive banking also means helping young innovative companies grow and 
become (inter)national stars.
 
Within BNP Paribas Fortis, we look beyond traditional banking solutions and will 
help you build the optimal financing mix to achieve your growth objectives, tapping 
into alternative sources, such as crowdfunding, venture capital funds and government 
support�

In this respect, our collaboration with The Big Score Sessions is a no-brainer�  This 
event opens the door for promising Fintech start-ups towards expert feedback, 
possible new investors and interesting contacts: elements that are the very spark and 
fuel they require to scale their business�

On this journey, our dedicated Innovation Hub advisors will actively help you with 
specialised advice, tailor-made financial solutions and networking events, giving 
access to a network of experts, business angels, thinktanks and universities.  This 
is what we call #PositiveBanking.



SCHEDULE – TUESDAY, MARCH 23

13:00 - 13:15   Welcome & introduction

   Panel discussion with BNP Paribas Fortis

   Meet our Expert Panel

13:15 - 14:15  Startup pitches - round 1

  13:15 #1 AiVidens

  13:30 #2 Bizzcontrol

  13:45 #3 Cinvio

  14:00 #4 Digiteal

14:15 - 14:25   Break

14:25 - 15:25  Startup pitches - round 2

  14:25 #5 OkiOki

  14:40 #6 Paperbox

  14:55 #7 Recovr

  15:10 #8 Rockestate

15:25 - 15:30   Closing of  the pitches

15:30 - 16:00   Break

16:00 - 18:00   Networking: 10 meeting slots
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Edouard Beauvois
Co-founder & CEO

ebeauvois@aividens�com
+32 471287573

aividens�com

Anticipate customer payment issues
and improve working capital with Artificial Intelligence!

A Saas solution that relies on artificial intelligence to predict when customers will pay their invoices, 
segment debt portfolios according to payment behaviors and default risks, and propose relevant 
corrective actions� With 4 customers and a fast-growing pipeline thanks, i�e� to their global partnership 
with SAP, AiVidens plans to raise additional funds in 2021 in order to serve the demand and to speed 
up, automate the onboarding process of  new customers� 

Super strong team: combined more than 
100 years of  experience in financial software 
development and positioning

Happy reference customers speaking about us 
in the press

Developed partner network with large and 
smaller brands: SAP, Accenture, IBM, Micropole, 
NGage, Argafin

AiVidens is recognised as an add-on to SAP: SAP 
Partnership now active in Europe, US and Asia

Awards and subsidies winning team (Innoviris) 
and part of  major acceleration programs (SAP�io, 
StartIt! and Amplitude+)

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding
Sales Prospects
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Nicholas De Nil
Co-founder & CEO

nicholas�denil@bizzcontrol�com
+32 470204098

bizzcontrol�com

Business Intelligence for every company.

Bizzcontrol unlocks the full advisory potential of  accountants by providing them with a solution that 
translates the complex (but extremely valuable) accounting data into tangible business insights in the 
language of  the entrepreneur� By pro-actively increasing the perceived value towards their customers, 
accountants will keep their relevance in a changing accounting world� Bizzcontrol combines a great 
'ease of  implementation' with world-class BI features, allowing accountants to increase their value 
towards a wide range of  their clients�

By far the most easy-to-implement BI solution, 
tailored to the accountancy sector

Winner of  Vlerick launchpad meetup, pitch 
competition organized by Vlerick, EY and KBC

Selected for accelerator programs 
'Start-it @KBC' and 'The Birdhouse'

20 accountancy offices connected to 
Bizzcontrol, ready for future roll-out

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding
New Strategic Partners

10SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Luc De Clerck
Co-founder

luc@cinvio�com
+32 475269884

cinvio�com

Consider it settled.

Cinvio is a payment platform and digital wallet solution for the logistics industry to boost e-commerce 
while simplifying and facilitating trade between all stakeholders�The team exists of  hungry entrepreneurs 
ready to conquer the world and show people how finance can also be innovative and fully digital�

Low cost and fully digital

Instant payments, including international 
payments

One stop payment solution for all services 

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
Series A Funding

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Cédric Nève
Founder & CEO

cedric�neve@digiteal�eu
+32 472349704

digiteal�eu

Get paid faster, more regularly and at a lower cost.

Digiteal is an EU Fintech company providing e-invoicing, e-payment and access to bank statement 
services� They help companies get paid faster, more regularly and at a lower cost� Digiteal is an open 
platform dedicated to those who want to manage all actions related to invoicing from one place�

One of  the few payment service providers 
with a marketplace payment solution

Partner of  Credendo/Area42 to deliver a B2B 
pay after 60 days solution called TERMS�tech

Digiteal is recommended by Autoscout24 to 
enable safe C2C transactions

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners

Internationalization



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Erik Meylemans
Co-founder

erik�meylemans@okioki�be
+32 473860391

okioki�be

Are you feeling OkiOki today?

OkiOki is a virtual buddy for entrepreneurs that keeps their paperwork on track, makes sure they 
pay and are paid in time and gives them real-time financial insights� She automatically fetches all the 
relevant financial documents and presents any manual interaction required in a gamified todo list� And 
as accountants receive the documents on a weekly basis, they also are relieved from their quarterly 
hassle� Let’s face it, the only great thing about doing your financial administration, is the relief  you feel 
when it’s done� And that’s what they call the OkiOki feeling�

OkiOki has obtained an AISP licence

Unique in addressing the key bottleneck in 
the digitisation of  accounting: ‘Entrepreneur 
motivation’

Every 4 days OkiOki signs a new accountancy 
contract

Recognized as one of  the most innovative 
Belgian accounttechs according to Finplex

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding
New Strategic Partners

Internationalization
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Filip Descamps
Head of  Sales & Marketing

filip@paperbox�ai
+32 477634274

paperbox�ai

Paperbox is the Intelligent Document Processor for Insurance Companies Worldwide!

Paperbox is the Intelligent Document Processor of  choice for Insurance Companies Worldwide� It brings 
state-of-the art Artificial Intelligence to automating Insurance Document processing� Without having 
to invest in ML engineers, an Insurance company can now automate classification and extraction of  
millions of  documents using AI technology� Paperbox is a one-stop shop platform integrating with 
existing applications and supports world languages and document types�

Automating document processing at Belfius 
Insurance

Paperbox builds world class insurance 
document parsers (eg� European Accident 
Forms)

Strong operational team supported by ML6, AI 
innovator of  the Year 2020

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding
Internationalization
Series A Funding

14SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Alessandro Drappa
Co-founder

alessandro@recovr�be

+32 497446438

recovr�be

Forget about unpaid invoices.

Recovr is a startup created in 2018 by Alessandro and Gerardo Drappa based on this state of  fact: 
every year, thousands of  companies go bankrupt because they haven’t been paid for products and 
services they have delivered� They centralize and automate every step of  the invoice-to-cash process 
for SMEs� From billing to the judicial collection� 

Clients save 80% of  the time spent on follow-
up, while being paid 30 to 40% faster

10x our MRR in 2020 without a marketing and 
sales team

Plans to help our clients to collect more than 
100M€ in 2021

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTS

LOOKING FOR

CONTACT

Pietjan Vandooren
Co-founder & CEO

pietjan@rockestate�be
+32 476209636

rockestate�io

Actionable building data. Instantly.

Rockestate is a data science startup, founded in 2017 in Brussels, Belgium� The company specializes in 
the remote and real-time evaluation of  buildings on a country-wide scale to help companies understand 
their customers' houses� The building data, valuations and 3D models Rockestate calculates enables 
property insurers and mortgage lenders to digitize their product offerings with frictionless customer 
journeys without compromising on risk management�

Rockestate has a 3D model and detailed 
information for every building in Belgium

Several large insurance companies and banks 
actively use our solution

The key ingredient of  our product is open 
geodata

Rockestate won the 
Innovative Starters Award 2020

Sales Prospects
Internationalization
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ABOUT STARTUPS.BE | SCALE-UPS.EU

Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian 
tech ecosystem at large� Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship� 
We pride ourselves in being the leading growth platform in Belgium that connects 
Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our global network of  deep 
pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders to fast 
track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies�

 � We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

 � We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

 � We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

 
The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SuperNova and our Go Global missions 
are only a glimpse of  what we are famous for!

Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and 
scale-ups�

More info: Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu



MEET OUR PARTNERS

Organizing partners

Session partner

Main partners

Supporting partners



SAVE THE DATE

Thursday, April 1
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